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To: orthen, Richard; Raymond Burski; Steve Franzone; STEVEN.HAMRICK; TurkeyCOL 

Resource; William Maher
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Subject: Draft RAI 6433 related to SRP Section 3.08.05 Foundations for the Turkey Point Units 6 and 

7 combined license application.  
Attachments: draft RAI 6433_TPN.doc

To All, 
 
 
Attached is the draft of RAI No:6433, regarding section 3.08.05  Foundations for the Turkey Point Units 6 and 7 
combined license application.   
 
If you need a conference call to discuss the question(s) of the draft RAIs please contact me at 301-415-3863.  
Unless you request additional clarification we will normally issue the RAI as final within 3 to 5 days, from today.
 
Thanks 
 
 
 
Manny Comar 
Senior Project Manager 
NRO/DNRL/NWE1 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
301-415-3863 
mailto:manny.comar@nrc.gov 
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Request for Additional Information No. 6433  
  
 

Turkey Point Units 6 and 7 
Florida P and L 

Docket No. 52-040 and 52-041 
SRP Section: 03.08.05 - Foundations 

Application Section: 3.8.5 
 
QUESTIONS from Structural Engineering Branch 1 (AP1000/EPR Projects) (SEB1) 
 
03.08.05-*** 

In Revision 3 of the applicant’s FSAR, (aka. TPG-1000-S2R-802, "Turkey Point Site-
Specific Seismic Evaluation Report”) the second paragraph under Section 1.0, 
“Purpose,” indicates that the lean concrete beneath the NI is a bridging mat. If this lean 
concrete is indeed a ‘bridging mat’ then it is spanning over potential voids and thus the 
lean concrete performs a structural function. Additionally, Figure 3.1-2 of the report 
shows the lean concrete bridging mat extending approximately 30 ft beyond the 
reinforced concrete base mat of the NI. This extension will result in shears and moments 
in the 19 ft thick unreinforced concrete bridging mat as the load from the NI is transferred 
to the supporting underlying soils. Since there is no reinforcement in the 19 ft thick mat, 
if the mat cracks, there is no direct mechanism to transfer shear (for example) across the 
crack. If the foundation stability relies on the ability of the unreinforced concrete to 
spread out the load from the NI structure to the underlying (softer) foundation materials 
or to span potential zones of weakness, then the ability of the 19 ft mat to spread the 
load out and bridge over soft regions needs to be assured.  
No quantitative assessment of the lean concrete has been performed to determine the 
stresses (shear and moment) in the lean concrete and the capability of the mat to carry 
those stresses. Thus, the applicant is requested to provide an evaluation of the ability of 
the mat to transfer the expected demand to the underlying soil. In addition, since the mat 
performs a necessary structural function of transferring loads from the base of the 
foundation mat to the underlying soils, the staff requests that the applicant describe the 
safety classification, and basis or the classification of the mat.  

 
 
03.08.05-*** 

Section 2.5.4.1.3 of the AP1000 DCD, “Mudmat,” requires that the compressive strength 
of the mudmat (located beneath the NI foundation) have a minimum compressive 
strength of 2500 psi. The third paragraph in Section 2.5.4.5.1.2, “Power Block and Site 
Grade Raising,” states, in part, “Replacement material below the nuclear islands 
consists of lean concrete.  The selection of lean concrete mix design is made at project 
detailed design.  The compressive strength of 1.5 ksi is estimated for lean concrete fill.” 
The staff believes that the difference in compressive strength is a significant variance 
from the DCD requirements.  It is also noted that ACI 318 requires a minimum 
compressive strength of 2500 psi for concrete used for structural purposes.  As a result, 
the staff is requesting the applicant to provide the basis for using materials of lower 
strength than those specified in the DCD. 

 
 


